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Motivation
! How do we know what people perceive in a diagram,
picture, or dynamic visual interface?

! What users take from a visualisation may not be the
same as what designers intended by it

Benefits of visualisations
! Great tools to communicate – express more than words
(alone)

! Schematic depictions: Leave out irrelevant details
! Can be created on different levels of abstraction
! Guide the observer to important aspects
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How visualisations work
! Use previous knowledge
! Activate attention processes
! Make inferences
! Draw conclusions guided by cognitive processes on
various levels …

… including mental shortcuts not intended by the designer
of a visualisation
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Dangers involved in
visualisations
! Observers may fail to see what they are supposed to see
– miss the most important aspects

! Observers may misinterpret what they see
! Cognitive biases may affect interpretation
! Visual illusions
! General cognitive biases
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Challenges for visualisations
! implement predictivity – i.e., a future oriented
representation

! represent uncertainty in unambiguous and accessible
ways

! deal with dynamic changes
! represent multiple factors / dimensions

Cognitive issues
! Attention focus – guided by different observers’ personal
interest and (hidden?) motives

! Misinterpretation of random map features (e.g., colour
or other saliency markers)
! & subtle effects of certain choices of colour

! Affordances – what does the map ‘suggest’?
! What kinds of schematic distortions / abstractions are
useful, which are harmful?

We need to know what
observers think!
But how?
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"What are
you thinking?"

Cognitive biases in
visualisations
! How to find out what people are ‘reading into diagrams’
or other visualisations?

! Ask them (to put their interpretation into words)
! Interpretation is, to some extent at least, a consciously
accessible high level process
! So some of this can be verbalised
! But: Not all aspects will be verbalised

Cognitive biases in
visualisations
! Suggestion:

Take a closer look at HOW people verbalise – beyond WHAT
they say
! Language reveals more about thought than speakers realise

! Cognitive Discourse Analysis
Tenbrink, Thora. 2015. Cognitive Discourse Analysis: Accessing
cognitive representations and processes through language data.
Language and Cognition 7:1, 98 – 137.

Excuse me, where is the Cafeteria?

"uhm, well, you could
just try walking to
the right here, look out
for the signs, best
search for the main
staircase, it must be
there somewhere"

Cognitive Discourse Analysis
! Systematic patterns in speakers' linguistic and conceptual
choices are addressed by
! collecting freely produced language data by sets of speakers
in controlled situations
! relating features of language to features of the
(cognitive & communicative) situation
! controlled experimental variation
! triangulation with other kinds of data

Diversity of Spatial Language and Thought
in Architects, Painters and Sculptors
Claudia Cialone, Thora Tenbrink, and Hugo Spiers

• What is relevant for people with different
professional backgrounds?

• How does their language use reveal their

underlying perspectives – in different ways
according to profession?

3D SPACES IN 2D IMAGES
OUTDOOR, INDOOR & FANTASY SPACES

IMG 1: StreetView screenshot: London Victoria
Embankment

IMG 2: Parrini’s painting: Saint Peter’s
Cathedral in Rome

IMG 3: George Grie Digital Surreal: Mindscape

Questions:
1. Could you please describe the environment that you see in this picture ?
2. How would you explore the space in this image, where would you go ?
3. If you were given the chance, how would you change the environment in this image ?
4. What is space for you ?

COgnitive Discourse Analysis
EXAMPLE OF DISCOURSE EXCERPTS*

Non-Professional
I just like to explore and see
what’s there, obviously I
can see what’s here but
behind the arches and
behind that pillar…I’d just
walk around and see all the
hidden statues… and
obviously looking up at the
ceiling as well… so that’s
what I would do.

Architects
I would touch
materials around,
it’s a very.. the cold
stone seems
inviting to touch. I
would want to go to
the side-walls and
touch them.

Sculptors
I always like to get
up close to the
surfaces of things..
sort of see how the
floors are laid and
look at the panels
on the pillars and
then the copper
ceilings and see
how things were
made…

* Excerpts taken from question 2 to IMG 2. Linguistic markers are underlined

Painters
I’d probably walk
down..towards the
crossing…maybe back
into the nave here..now
just looking at it as a
2dimensional abstract
image..my eye goes
straight to this on the
right…all these lines take
my eye down…there’s a
bit of a yellow colour ..

Results
• Profession affected
• how the terms ‘end’ and ‘back’ were used,
• whether spaces were perceived in terms of two-dimensional flat geometry
or three-dimensional haptic materiality,
• and the way spaces were ‘explored’ and ‘transformed’.

• Only painters shifted between visual two-dimensional
and spatial three-dimensional scenes.

• CODA reveals patterns in the perception of space by

identifying linguistic expressions that are indicative of
central concepts.

CODA for visualisations
! Conceptualisation of diagrams and visual interfaces
! How observers perceive and think about them
! Beyond verbalisability and content analysis:
! Reflections and changes of conceptual perspective, level of
granularity, focus of attention …

! And unwarranted inferences based on subconscious cognitive
biases

! User evaluation of changes in visual design
! Controlled think-aloud tasks addressing uptake of visual
design decisions under diverse conditions

